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THE I~PACT OF TRANS~HSSION ELECTRON HICROSCOPY IN CERANICS 

* Gareth Thomas, David R. Clarke Dnd Omer van der Biest 
D2p~Ltment of ~~terials Science and Engineering, College of 
Engin2ering and Materials and ~lole(:Lllar Research Divi.sion, 
l3.',~:-2nce Berkeley Laboratory, University of California, 

Berkeley, California q~720 

ABSTRACT 

The impact that transmission microscopy has made in the 
study of ceramics is illustrated by the folloHing examples from 
our current work at Berkeley: an absolute structure determina
tion, the study of precipitation and order-disorder phase trans
formations in lithium ferrite, phase transitions and polyt)~ism 
in silicon carbide and the investigation of grain boundaries in 
silicon nitride at lattice resolution, particularly for the 
presence of amorphous phases. 

INTRODUCTION 

Transmission electron microscopy has made an impressive 
impact in ceramics particularly in the ten years that have 
elapsed since the 1966 Conference here1 . There are several 
reasons why this development has occurred in this time period 
e. g. 1) The problem of p"reparing samples thin enough for elec
tron transmission has been alievated by advances in techniques, 
e.g. ion beam thinning2 and the introduction of high voltage 
electron microscopes with their greater penetrating power. In 
1966 there were no ion thinners or high voltage microscopes in 
the U.S.A. 2) Many ceramics are beam sensitive, i.e. under 
electron beam irradiation, damage due to inelastic scatterin:§; ca::1 
destroy the specimen through processes such as ionization. ~Lis 
is far more critical than primary knock-on damage. Since the 
scattering cross-sections decrease with energy approximately 
as (v/c)3 (where v is the electron velocity and c is the vel
ocity of light)3 far less damage oc.curs to specimens under 
1 NeV irradiation compared to say 100 kV (conventional micro
scopes). This sensitivity to electron beam dama~e is one of the 

* Present Address: EURATOM Research Establishment, Petten, 
The Netherlands 
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reasons that MgO has for instance received more attention tllan 
the alkali halides lf • 3) As ceramics generally have complex 
structures, quantitative microscopy can only be carried out 
properly ~vhen there is adequate theory available for the inter
pretation of images and diffraction effects. Interest in non
centrosyrmnetric, anisotropic crystals has nmol led to the avail
ability of such theories, which can provide detailed struc
tural information directly5,6,7. 4) Recently, advances in 
high ~esolution electron microscopy have resulted in intensive 
rese2rch efforts in mineralogy and solid state chemistry in 
which not only can crystal structure analysis be performed 
directly from images (e.g. Fig. 1), but point defects and their 
mobility can be observed 7 . As an example, resolutions of 
better than L~. were announced just weeks ago by H. Hashi.::noto 8 
I.-.'ho has sU1 .. :cess£ully resolved the atomic arran8emcnts in a 
[001] gold crystal. Other examples of the application of high 
resolution ele,::t.ron microscopy to the study of ceramics are 
given later in this paper. 

Host of these developments have been reviewed in recent 
books (e.g. refs. 9, 10) and electron microscopy conference 
proceedings, so it is not necessary to revieH them again here. 
In addition the application of electron microscopy to ceramics 
has been so successful that it would be impossible to review 
all the published Hork. In this paper, therefore, we shall 
describe some applications of transmission electron microscopy 
from current research programs in our group, viz. on ferrite3, 
silicon carbide and silicon nitride, to illustrate the impact 
that electron microscopy can have. A separate paper deals with 
defect analysis in ferrites ll . 

ABSOLUTE STRUCTURE DETE&~INATION 

In addition to the crystal structure imaging methods in 
which the crystal lattice structure is directly imaged, as in 
Figure 1, contrast experiments and the dynamical theory of 
electron diffraction can be used to provide structure determina
tion12 . This technique was developed so as to distinguish the 
two enantiomorphs co-existing in specimens of ordered lithium 
ferrite. 

In general, when the symmetry operations that constitute 
the space group of a structure do not include either an inver
sion or a reflection operation, then the structure can exist in 
t,,70 forms, a right-handed and a left-handed one, known as 
enantiomorphs. ~fuen ordered, lithiUIll ferrite can occur in two 
enantiomorphic forms, P4132 (having a right-handed screw axis) 
and P4332 (a left-handed screw axis). The presence of the two 
enantiomorphs co-existing vlithin a sample can be verified in 
the electron microscope by imaging in dark field in a many
beam orientation with the electron beam parallel to a zone axis, 
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along Hhich the crystal does not show a centre of symmetry in 
projection13 • 4Advantage is taken here of violations in 
Friedel's 1a\"l • which may cause a difference in background 
intensity bet'..:een the two structures. An example is shm,;n in 
Fig. 2, where many inversion boundaries run through a thick 
crystal of ordered lithium ferrite and where the enantiomorpr.s 
can clearly be seen. Hhen it!1agec in bright field, the enantio
morphs cannot be distinguished. In order to uniquely identify 
which regions are of which enantioTIorph, care must be taken to 
correctly index the diffraction pattern so as to establish t~e 
unique zone axis. An alternative method, which relies on the 
difference in i~age intensity profiles for wedge-sh~ped sam?les 
has recently been discussed elsewhere12 . 

It should be stressed that whilst the two enantioRorphs 
possess distinctly different atomic arrange~ents it is not p~s
sible by standard x-ray diffraction techniques to distinguis~ 
be tween the t\070. 

PP.ASE TRA!1SITIO~:S IN FERRTTES 

We are interested in the ferrltes because of their grea~ 
corrnercial i2~ortance due to their unique nagnetic cmd elec~t"onic 

properties. Both hard and soft ferrites are extensively used 
in manufacturing microwave device components, computer memory 
cores and permanent magnets. Ferrimagnetic oxides with the 
spinel structure form an important class of the ferrites. Con
ventionally, grain size and porosity have been used for control
ling properties in these materials, but it is very likely 
that heat treatments producing appropriate microstructures 
could lead to highly desirable properties. Thus, electron 
microscopy is essential to obtain basic structural information 
if progress comparable to that made in physical metallurgy is 
to be made in ceramics. In our continuing program on micro
structural characterization in these materials, studies of 
phase transformations such as ordering and precipitation 
reactions as well as analysis of defects are being carried out 
with particular emphasis on lithium ferrite (LiFesOs)spinel. 

Nany of the properti~s of ferrimagnetic lithlul)1 ferrite 
which are of interest are influenced by the degree of order of 
the lithium and iron ions in the compound. The most important 
of these is the DC electrical resistivity which changes by 
several orders of magnitude upon ordering. Other properties 
such as the ferrimagnetic resonance line-\vidth, the magneto
crystalline anisotropy constants and, for polycrystalline 
samples, the squareness of the hysteresis loop are all influ
enced to a lesser degree by the state of order. 
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In the disordered state the compound has the inverse 
spinel structure (space group Fd3m) with a random mixture of 
L:i+ and 31"e 3+ ions on tbe octahedral sites. BelfM 750°C the 
lithium ions and the iron ions on the octahedral ~[tes order 
and the space group symmetry is lmvered to P4132 «(1Lf332). The 
resulting domain structures, such as in Fig. 3, have been 
described in detail by Van der Biest and Thomas l }. 

The kinetics of this ordering reaction in single crystals 
have been studied "in-situ" in the high-temperatUl'e stage of 
a high voltage electron microscope.* Annealing in the normal 
atmosphere of the microscope leads to a reduction of the com
pound in a way similar to that found for CoFe204lS, In order 
to control the stoichiometry of the compound during the order
ing reaction, it is necessary to maintain an oxygen atmosphere 
around the specimen, hence the use of an "environmental" cell 
is necessary. In this study the environmental cell designed 
by Swann16 for the Imperial College, London, high voltage 
microscope was used. An oxygen pressure of 40 Torr was found 
to be high enough to prevent rapid reduction of the compound 
and yet lm-1 enough to allow sufficient electron penetration 
to form adaquate contrast in the images. To study the order
ing reaction the specimen was heated above Tc to about 770°C 
and then cooled as fast as the stage permitted, to temperatures 
slightly below the ordering temperature. The changes in the 
microstructure were followed by imaging in dark field using 
a superlattice reflection and images were recorded with a low 
light level TV system or video at a speed of 25 frames/sec. 
Fig. 3 shows a number of frames from an ordering sequence. 
The ordered domains, which show up bright against the dark 
background of the disordered phase, nucleate a:ld )';COW, until 
they impinge to form anti-phase boundaries. The apparent 
density of nuclei is much larger in the thicker parts of the 
foil than in the thin areas near the edge. This implies that 
the nucleation is homogeneous throughout the specJ.1uen volume 
and does not take place preferentially at its surface. The 
edge of the foil is also not a preferred nucleation site. From 
such experiments and the video recordings the nucleation rate 
~s a function of undercooling has been measured, and the results 
agree with the pre dicit ions of ho~ogeneous nucleation theory. 
The measured grmvth rates of the individual domains proved to 
be constant and when plotted as a function of the undercooling 
exhibited a maximum., characteristic of a thermally activated 
interface controlled growth process (Van de.r Biest and Thotilas, 
in preparation). 

1 f 11 d II· ·t" It The disordering sequence was a so 0 mve 1n-S1. u • 
was observed that the disordering always started at the anti
phase boundaries which were replaced by a layer of disordered 
phase. TI1e domains thus subsequently shrank until they dis
appeared. 

A movie film (l6mm-sound) of this work is available. 
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PRECIPITATION REACTIOHS IN LHeSOS 

In addition to the order-disorder phase transitions at 
750°C, lithium ferrite also undergoes a series of precipitation 
reactions at higher temperatures. This is a C03ffion character
istic of many spinel ferrites when held at relatively high 
temperatures in air and involves a change in stoichiometry due 
to a loss of oxygen from the structure and a COl1cor:litail.t ?reci
pitation of a cation rich phase. This has, for instance, been 
observed in cobalt ferrite, where ii. t"urtzite phase (COF2;O '.Jr2-

cipitates in the spinel phase l7 . In the lithium ferrit~, the 
situation is rather more complicated since at temperatures 
above 1000° C lithia loss occurs in addition to oxyg,,-'n loss. 
This lithia loss phenomenon in fact is one of the major problems 
in the fabrication of the compound and has up until nm. li::ited 
its tlidespread utilization. The precipitation reactions studied 
by lIVEN that occur are reported in detail elsewhere 18 , but the -
main features are as follows. At short annealing times in air 
at 1200°C oxygen loss is faster them is lithia 10~;s and a cation 
ric!'. phase, lithium ferrate, LiFeO; forms as small octahedral 
precipitates dispersed in a spinel matrix (Fig. Lfil). The mis
f1 t bettveen the tHO phases is small as both are based on the 
cubic close packing or oxygen ions; t.he only difference being 
in the cation distribution amongst the interstices. At longer 
annealing times the particles grow so large (-25001) that 
they begin to lose coherency by forming interface dislocations 
with a Burgers vector parallel to <110> (Fig. 4b). After pro
longed annealing the lithia loss equals the oxygen loss near 
the edge of a specimen or in a thi.n sample. Scanning electron 
microscopy shows that the volatilization of the lithia occurs 
preferentially at {Ill} planes as in Fig. 5. This lithia loss 
causes the LiFe02 particles to re-dissolve leaving behind the 
interface dislocation net\vork. In a thin sample with a thick
ness of a few mils, the final microstructure consists of a 
single spinel phase, but with a high density of dislocations 
which are the remenants of the intermediate precipitate inter
face network. In the interior of the bulk samples, however, 
the two phase microstructure persists. In the later stages of 
the phase transformation, particles of a glassy phase are 
observed. These are not part of the Li-Fe-O system, but rathet 
are actually due to the deliberate incorporation of PbO and 
B203 in the preparation of the single crystals llsed in this 
work. The magnetic hysteresis properties vary with this preci
pitation sequence as shown in Fig. L,d. The values of He vary 
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with precipitate volume fraction and interface characteristics 
in an analogous manner to that well known for the yield strength 
of precipitation strengthened alloys. A dramatic deterioration 
in magnetic properties occurs due Lo the lithia loss, whereas 
the best properties are associated with the presence of a fine 
dispersion of coherent precipitates of the LiFe02 phase (Fig.5a). 
Thus these preliminary structure-property results show promise 
for the eventual production of controlled magnetic properties by 
the incorporation of a fine dispersion of a non-magnetic or 
para-magnetic (e.g. LiFe02) phase in a magnetic phase. 

In addition to the special diffraction effects mentioned 
above, electron diffraction itself can provide infor~ltion on 
structure at much higher resolution than by x-ray diffraction. 
For exaople, many spinel ferrites as well as ~!gA1204 spinel have 
been knmm to have Fd3m space gro'_lp. as originally de!:erBined 
by Sir ~!. L. Bragg. However, this has been disputed lately19 
and it has been suggested that the space group of the spinel 
may be F"43m one of lmver crystallographic syrrnnetry than Fd3c.. 
In-situ electron microscopy and electron diffraction experiffients 
on !·[g..A.1204 spinel (~lishra-private cOIIlIJunication) shmv that the 
space group of MgAlZ04 is Fi3m below -450°C. Reflections with 

h + k = 4n + 2, which are not allowed for the Fd3m space group 
appear in the diffraction pattern below this temperature, 
Fig. 6a. At higher temperatures (>450 6 C), these reflections 
disappear and the space group becomes Fd3m (Fig. 6b). S truc
turally s·uch a transfonnati6'h corresponds to the displacement 
of the atoms situated at the octahedral symmetry positions in 
the high temperature phase to off-center positions in the low 
temperature phase. On the basis of Landau's theory of second 
order phase transitions, this transformation could be one of 
either first or second order. The absence of any observable 
microstructural changes during the F43m -:. Fd3m transition sug
gest that thi~ is in fact a second order phase transition. 

PHASE TRA.l\lSFORHATION AND POLYTYPISH IN SILICON CARBIDE 

We have been investigating the detailed microstructure of 
a recently developed form of high density silicon carbide that 
shows considerable promise for high temperature structural 
applications. The silicon carbide, produced by a process 
invented by General Electric Company20,2l in which boron and 
excess carbon enable pressureless sintering to occur, has a 
remarkably uniform grain size and is, by x-ray diffraction, 
composed of a cubic form. However, after the prolonged heat
ing at above about 1800°C in vacuum, exaggerated grain growth 
occurs and a phase transforr.lation to the hexagonal form occurs. 
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Our current interest is to characterize this sequence of reac
tions and to describe the mechanis~s of the transformations. 

, The characterization is however complicated b~ the fact 
that silicon carbide displays extensive polytypism~2, so in 
addition to the basic cubic (S-SiC) and hexagonal (~-SiC) forms 
there can exist a multitude of possible hexagonal and rhombo
hedral variants23 • This can be qualitatively un~erstood from 
the close packing of nearest neighbor bonded spheres. The 
crystal structure ,of silicon carbide, may be represented by the 
close packing of spheres having predominately first neighbor 
interactions, such that each silicon atom is surrounded by four 
carbon atoms with a tetrahedral coordination and vice-versa. 
Any observed structure can then be described, by analogy with 
the close-packed layer stacking in face-centered-cu~ic struc
tures, simply by the stacking sequence of the close-packed 
planes on the three possible stacking positions A,B, and C 
where anyone of the three layers actually represents a sheet 
of silicon atoms and a parallel sheet of carbon atoms. A con
sequence of the close packing of spheres having nearest neigh
bour interactions is that the energy of the 'assembly does not 
depend on the stacking sequence, and so would result in the 
case of silicon carbide, of a structure showing complete dis
ordering in one dimension. In general this disordering is not 
complete however and the stacking sequences exhibit certain 
preferred periodicities with unit ce11s having either hexagonal 
or rhombohedral syr.nnetry. A particularly good example of poly
types is shmm in Fig. 7 \.,rhere the periodicity is 12. 6A, cor
responding to five composite Si-C layers, and the synimetry of 
the unit cell is deduced to be rhombohedral. The polytype is 
probably 15R. 

It is in the identification of these stacking sequences 
that the electron r.1icroscope becomes indispensable since they 
can be present on an extremely fine scale. This is the case in 
the as-sinteredGeneral Electric silicon carbide, for although 
x-ray diffraction indicates that the material is entirely of the 
cubic form, electron microscopy reveals the presence of numerous 
regions down to 15. 2A across whieh have a hexagonal symmetry. 
These regions are lath shaped, lie parallel to one another on 
only one of the possible close packed planes and are inside 
grains that possess an overall cubic symmetry. An example is 
shmm in Fig. 8. This is a [001] oriented grain and the 
selecti~d area diffraction patterns taken across the grain demon
strate the co- existence of stacking sequences that have cubic, 
twinned cubic and hexagunal sywnetries. These mixed stacking 
sequences, revealed by electron microscopy, are so complex that 
th2Y cannot all be unm~iguously recognized as being polytypes. 
However, conventional tilting and contrast experiments in the 
m.i n-,-':;cope 8hO\II tlwt these featllres are associ.ated \IIj th a di.s
pL:!~eillenL vector of ~ == 1/3[111J (equivalently 1/6<211» sint:~' 
they become invisible when the specimen is tilted to the [112] 
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pole. An example of such a series of two beam contrast experi
ments is shown in Fig. 9. Hhilst it has not proven possible as 
yet to determine Hhether they are produced by deformation or 
2r~ grown in, they do appear to bo either closely spaced stack
jng faults or micro-t\vins. From adjacent regions 1:-1here they 
are less closely spaced, the fonnation of a conventional 
twinned diffraction pattern suggests strongly that they are 
indeed micro-twins. The intimate relationship bet\veen twinning 
and polytypism in sphalerite crystals has recently been recog
nized and is described elsewhere (Clarke, in preparation). 

The presence of hexagonal regions within the cubic grains 
of the as-sintered compacts has important implications for the 
transformation mechanism to the final hexagonal form. For this 
reason we have been applying direct lattice imaging and the 
recently developed technique of optical microdiffraction from 
the lattice image24 to obtain quantitative information on the 
distribution of stacking sequences. Preliminary optical micro
diffraction measurements have already been reported25 , so only 
the lattice imaging results will be described here. The lat
tice fringe technique in the electron microscope makes it pos
sible to observe the stacking of the close packed planes 
directly. An example of this is given in Fig. 10 where one set 
of close-packed planes, spacing 2 .. 52A, can be clearly seen. 
In addition, the dark and rather diffuse lines delineate the 
stacking sequences; these are the Ijnes that are usually seen 
in the lower resolution images such as in Fig. 7. On the fig
ure the probahle polytype designations have been marked and 
the spatial complexity of the transformation becomes apparent 
since some of the polytypes are only one unit cell wide and 
are surrounded on either side by un-transformed cubic phase. 
Obviously, this type of local crystallographic information can 
only be obtained by using high resolution electron microscopy. 

The next step in understanding the transformation is to 
observe and identify the faults responsible for the conversion 
from the cubic structure to one of the hexagonal forms. Whilst 
this remains to be done there are indications that such trans
formation faults do indeed exist. Fig. 11 shows an interesting 
example of microsyntaxy between two polytypes, lOH and what may 
be designated 5(R), (the R in brackets is meant to imply that 
the ~ymmetry of this stacking sequence with a periodicity of 
l2.6A is probably rhombohedral), where there exist faults, F, 
which locally change the polytype. These faults are quite 
elusive and it has not so far been possible to unambiguously 
characterise them. 

Another striking feature of the microstructure of silicon 
carbide is the exaggerated grain grO\\lth that OCCUTS on annealing 
above about I80aoC. The grains grow as long thin tabular forms. 
The formation of these tabular grains has hitherto been consi
dered to be caused by the transformation to the hexagonal phase 
and they have been reported as being hexagonal. However, 
selected area electron diffraction of a number of these grains 
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shows that the situation is not so simple. They are predomin
ately cubic, but as with the grains of the as-sintered material 
there exist local regions of high twinning density. extensive 
polytypism and considerable intergrowth. The selected area 
electron diffraction also shm·/s that the tabular grains have 
grovn so as to increase the area of the particular close packed 
plane on which the twinning and polytypism occur. 

Since the final microstructure of the silicon carbide con
sists of long tabular shaped grains of hexagonal structure all 
the electron microscope observations can be rationalized by 
assuming that there are essentially two simultaneous processes 
occurring on heating. Firstly, there is a grain grm-lth process 
which is unusual in that the gro"lth only occurs on one of the 
possible close packed planes, and secondly there is the con
coaitant transfornation from cubic stacking to hexagonal stack
ing by a twinning or faulting mechanism. In this particular 
form of silicon carbide the crystal structure transformation 
is 5lo\o1er than the exaggerated grain grmvth 

I~~1ESTIGATION OF G~~IN BOUNDARIES 

In many ceramics the properties, particularly the mechani
cal properties, are determined by their grain boundaries. This 
is especially true for the creep properties and the loss of 
high temperature strength. The grain boundary regions are of 
further importance since most ceramics are formed by either 
5intering or hot pressing, both of ,"hich depend critically on 
the proper~ies of the grain surfaces and boundaries. Clearly, 
then, their characterization in ceramics is extremely impo-r
tant and whilst electron microscopy is just beginning to be 
brought to bear; three ways in which electron microscopy can 
h~lp have already been identified and applied. 

Firstly, clean surfaces and fracture surfaces can be 
an~lysed spectroscopically in a microscope, e.g. by scanning 
auger microsco?y. This is beyond the scope of this paper, but 

.'''1 
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is discussed elsewhere in this conference26. 
Secondly, valuable crystallographic information can be 

obtained by electron micro-diffraction techniques. In a con
ventional transmission microscope the area from which diffrac
tion information can be obtained is chiefly limited by spheri
cal aberrations of the imaging lenses. and at 100 kV this area 
is limited to a l~m dia. Since the spherical abberation varies 
with electcon wavelength (approximately as .\2) there is an . 
advantage to using higher voltages e.g. the area is limit2d to 
-0.02]Jm at 1 NeV. Hm-lever, modenl analyt"icel microscooeslin 
which very fine, intense probes of electrons can be fo~c<!d' oc 
the specimen reduce the area from \."hich diffraction inforTI).a
tion can be obtained by several orders of magnitude. In these 
scanning probe transmission microscopes the area is no longer 
usually limited by spherical aberrations but rather by signal 
to noise considerations. One exa~ple is sho-ffi in Fig. 12 
which is taken from a mullite sample (courtesy Professor J. A. 
Pask) using a modified scanning transmission microscope facility 
at IBN by R. Geiss27. In this exampie wicro-cii ffraction fro::! a

J 
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for an amorphous phase bet\veen the tHO grains. 
Tne third ~1icroscope technique that enables one to examine 

the grain boundaries at high resolution is dir~ct lattice imag
ing of the crystal planes on either side of the boundary. This 
is a new technique and early results are discussed in the next 
section. 

LATTICE IHl\GEG OF GRAIN BOUNDARIES IN SILTCON NITRIDE 
---.-----.-.--.----.-----------~----.-----.-~--~--

The investigation of the grain boundaries in silicon 
~.i::':'ide is of i=,ar[L~ular importanc.e at the present time because 
of t~2 intensive effort in the U.S.A., U.K .• Germany and Japan, 
UI d~,::,O[\stL\t'2 th~t silicon nitride can truly be a structurally 
i~~nrtant high temperature material. One of the major problems 
preventing its application is the rather dramatic decrease in 
the strength and toughness of the hot pressed form above about 
lOOOoe. This decrease is generally attributed to the presence 
of a glassy phase, between the individual silicon nitride 
grains, which at high temperatures rapidly decreases in vis
cosity \,lith te::'perature, flows and allows the grains of silicon 
nitride to slide past one another. Whilst this model is 
extremely attractive and the available experimental evidence 
appears to support the model, no direct observation of a glassy 
phase betv]een the boundaries has been made. We have tackled 
this problem by imaging directly the crystal lattice planes U\ 
to, and on either side of, selected grain boundaries in a 5% 
HgO hot pressed silicon nitride. 28 The technique used is that 
of lattice fringe iIT~ging, which has already proven to be 
extremely valuable in investigating phase transformations in 
metallic a110ys29,30 and the structure of a variety of 
minerals 3l • 
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Before presenting lattice images of a number of boundaries 
it is important to describe how they were selected. The speci
men was translated under the electron beam in the diffraction 
mode until one, or two adjacent, grains were found to be 
oriented such that the lowest index planes were parallel. to 
the electron beam. This method was adopted since it was not 
possible to tilt the specimen in the microscope in order to 
bring a desired crystallographic orientation into the neces
sary strongly diffra~ting condition. Further the low index 
planes were chosen for imaging since the observati,.mal condi
tions are slightly less stringent than for the high index 
planes. 

Figure 13 is of a high angle boundary between t~.,o alpha 
silicon nitride grains, looking almost straight down the 
boundary plane. The lattice fringes can be followed right up 
to the boundary from either side demonstrating the absence of 
any intergranular amorphous layer. A further striking feature 
of the micrograph is the straightness and smoothness of the 
boundary plane which suggests that the surface energy of a.
silicon nitride is highly anisotropic. 

Another high angle boundary between two (J.- silicon nitride 
grains is presented in Figure 14. Here again the crystal lat
tice fringes can be followed right up to the boundary, indica
iyg that any glassy layer present must certainly be less than 
3A thick. As in the previous lattice image the boundary is . 
very straisht, with the exception of unit cell high steps in 
th·," boundary at the points arrol-Jed. This i.s a very interesting 
observation and suggests that the densification during hot 
pressing might proceed by a ledge migration mechanism. In 
this ~icrograph, as in the previous one, it is noticeable that 
tile fringe spacing does not measurably alter in the vicinity 
of the boundary, i~plying that the unit cell and the composi
tion do I'.()t change appreciably right up to the boundary. 

Since these lattice images and those from many other 
boundaries indicate the absence of any amorphous or glassy 
layer bet,veen tHO adjacent grains, the problem arises as to 
where it is in the microstructure. The evidence that a glassy 
phase does exist is extremely persuasive and perhaps the 
strongest pieces are the following. Firstly, the commonest 
sintering aid, magnesium oxide, used to hot press silicon 
nitride is kno,ill to be capable of forming a magnesium calcium 
silicate with the silica invariably present on the surfaces of 
the silicon nitride powders used and the calcium impurities 
also present in the powd~r32. Secondly, internal friction 
measurements show that there is a viscous component present, 
which would be sufficient to form a glassy boundary phase 
perhaps 50-10001 thick 33 . Thirdly, there is clear evidence 
from Auger analysis that fracture surfaces contain a glassy 
layer 34 • 

Since these pieces of evidence are based on "averaging" 
methods it is possible that the glassy phase is indeed present 
but is inhomogenously distributed. In view of the fact that 
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a glassy phase is frequently observed at the triple points Y 

between grains35 and that these are often commensurate in size 
with the grains themselves, whilst none is seen between the 
grains by lattice imaging, it is difficult to escape the con
clusion that the amorphous phase lies entirely at the junction 
of three or more grains. 

By describing some of the applications of electron micros
copy in bur mvu \Jork, we have demonstrated the main advantages 
of studying c2ramics by electron microscopy. a) It enableS 
real space structure analysis to be carried out and to distin
guish space gro~ps on a very fine scale. Taken in conjunction 

with image computational techniques it is also possible to 
identify and distinguish enantiomorphic fOr111s. b) It is the 
only technique ,"ith "hich to perform quantitative crystal 
defect analysis in micron-grained sized materials. c) The 
progress of phase transiiions aod structural changes can be 
followed directly by performing in-situ dynamics experinents 
in the microscope. d) The t-'tructure of a material and in 
particular the grain boundaries can be imaged directly bYlhigh 
resolution lattice imaging. 

From these aspects of characterization the micros~ructure 
pro~2rty analyses can be carried nut more completely leading 
to the possibility of advances io design of ceramic nicrostruc
tu~-es for improved properties and tec!Jdcal applicati.on.!. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

FIG. 1. A comparison of the structure image of beryl with a projection 

of the structure. (Courtesy of P. R. Buseck and S. Iijima). 

FIG. 2. Dark field electron micrograph of ordered lithium ferrite. 

Domains of one enantiomorph appear dark and domains of the other 

appear light. 

FIG. 3. Part of an ordering sequence in lithium ferrite observed in-

situ using an environmental cell in a high voltage microscope. 

A super-lattice dark field. 

FIG. 4. A precipitation sequence in lithium ferrite. Small octahedral 

precipitates of lithium ferrate first form (a), grow unti.1 they 

lose coherency by forming interfacial dislocations (b), and finally 

re-dissolve leaving behind the interfacial dislocation network (c). 

The effect of these microstructural changes on the magnetic 

hysteresis properties are shown in (d). 

FIG. 5. Scanning electron micrograph of lithium ferrite shows that 

the volatilization of lithia occurs preferentially at {Ill} planes. 

FIG. 6. Electron diffraction patterns of MgAl
2

0
4 

at room temperature 

(a) and above the transformation temperature at 450°C (b) . 

FIG. 7. A superlattice fringe image of polytype lsR in silicon carbide 

. ° illustrating the 12.sA periodicity corresponding to blocks of 

five composite Si-C layers. 

FIG. 8. A partially transformed S + a grain of silicon carbide illustra-

ting the co-existence of cubic, twinned and hexagonally stacked 

regions within the grain. 

FIG. 9. Contrast experiment with silicon carbide revealing that 

R 1/3[111]. 
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FIG. 10. Direct lattice fringe image of the close packed planes in 

silicon carbide. Cubic regions (S) are intergrown with single 

polytype unit cells. 

FIG. 11. An example of microsyntaxy in silicon carbide with faults 

F bordering the two polytypes. 

o 
FIG. 12. Rocking beam micro-diffraction of ~20A regions on either 

side of a grain boundary, and from the grain boundary in mullite. 

(Courtesy of R. Geiss, IBM). 

FIG. 13. High angle grain boundary between two a-silicon nitride grains 

revealed by direct lattice fringe imaging. Since the lattice 

fringes can be followed right up to the grain boundary from both 

sides, no intergranular amorphous layer exists. 

FIG. 14. Another high angle grain boundary between two a-silicon 

nitride grains observed by direct lattice fringe imaging. The 

absence of any inter granular phase is again demonstrated by the 

lattice fringes running into the boundary. The unit cell high 

step (arrowed) is a common feature of the grain boundaries in 

silicon nitride. 
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